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Abstract: Due to the influence of the atmospheric environment and pointing errors, the performance
of free space optical communication is greatly limited. In this paper, we propose a parallel multi-hop
hybrid free space optical (FSO)/radio frequency (RF) system to improve the system performance. The
FSO sub-link and RF sub-link are modeled by Gamma–Gamma turbulence with pointing errors and
Nakagami-m distributions, respectively. Based on the selective combination scheme, the probability
density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the output signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the hybrid FSO/RF one-hop or direct link are obtained. Then, the PDF and CDF
of the output SNR of the parallel multi-hop hybrid system are derived with the decoded forward
(DF) protocol considered. Finally, the expressions of the average bit error rate (ABER) and outage
probability are derived for the parallel multi-hop hybrid system, the hybrid FSO/RF direct link, and
the FSO-only direct link. The results show that the parallel multi-hop hybrid system can effectively
mitigate the negative impact of atmospheric turbulence and pointing errors and can significantly
improve the system performance.

Keywords: multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system; gamma-gamma turbulence; nakagami-m
fading; pointing errors; average bit error rate; outage probability

1. Introduction

In recent years, due to its high capacity, license-free spectrum, fast network construc-
tion, and other characteristics, free space optical (FSO) communication is often considered
as an ideal solution for the “last mile of telecommunications” and local area network (LAN)
links between buildings as well as a potential next-generation wireless communication
technology [1,2].

However, the performance of FSO communication is greatly affected by the atmo-
spheric environment. For example, atmospheric turbulence will lead to scintillation effects,
beam wandering and dispersion, bad weather (fog, rain, clouds, and snow) will lead to
the attenuation of optical power, and the thermal expansion of the building causes sway,
which makes the beam misalignment between the transmitter and the receiver. These all
lead to the deteriorating performance of the FSO communication system [3].

Therefore, scholars from various countries have proposed various solutions to the
problems faced by FSO communication systems. For example, the alignment of satellites
and ground stations can be realized by acquisition, tracking, pointing (ATP) technology in
satellite ground laser communication system [4]. Adaptive optics can be used to compensate
for the negative impact of turbulence on the performance of the FSO system [5]. For the
FSO system operating in bad weather, the beam with the wavelength of the atmospheric
window can be used as the carrier, and a beam with excellent performance can also be
selected to transmit information [6].
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For the more complex and fast time-varying communication environment, the hybrid
FSO and radio frequency (RF) link can be used to mitigate the impact of this environment
on the system, so as to improve the performance of the communication system [7]. In order
to realize the long-distance transmission and wide coverage of free space optical commu-
nication, the multi-hop transmission mode is considered as an effective solution [8–10].
The performance of the FSO system may be further improved by adopting some common
communication technologies, such as diversity technology (time diversity, space diversity,
and wavelength diversity) [11,12], modulation technology (on-off keying modulation, pulse
position modulation, and subcarrier modulation) [13–15].

Currently, the FSO link has the advantage of large transmission capacity and the RF
link is less affected by the environment. The hybrid FSO/RF system, which combines the
advantages of the FSO and RF links, can greatly improve the communication performance;
therefore, it has been widely studied by researchers. The hybrid system can generally be
divided into hard switching and soft switching.

In the hard switching system, the RF link, as an alternative, can only be enabled when
the FSO link is blocked and channel-state-information (CSI) needs to be provided [16–18].
Makki et al. [19] deduced the closed-form expressions of throughput and outage probability
of the hybrid system (RF link was used as a backup link at this time) considering the
presence and absence of hybrid automatic retransmission request (HARQ). In the soft
switching system, the FSO link and RF link transmit the same information at the same
time, and the received signal is processed by different combination schemes at the
receiver, which does not need to provide CSI [20–22]. Shakir et al. [23] proposed a
hybrid system based on the selective combination scheme and derived new closed-form
expressions for the average bit error rate (ABER) and outage probability of the system
under turbulent conditions.

When the transmission distance exceeds 1km, the performance of the FSO commu-
nication system will deteriorate sharply due to environmental impact [24]. Therefore, for
the needs of long-distance transmission and coverage expansion, increasingly scholars
have conducted research on multi-hop relay networks based on FSO. The multi-hop relay
network is divided into serial multi-hop relay and parallel multi-hop relay.

The serial multi-hop relay is a multi-hop relay transmission mode, which includes
amplify-and-forward (AF) transmission and decode-and-forward (DF) transmission [25–28].
Zedini et al. [26] analyzed the performance of the multi-hop FSO communication system with
AF relay and CSI assistance, and derived mathematical expressions of the end-to-end com-
munication performance of the system under the Gamma–Gamma turbulence with pointing
errors, such as the ABER and ergodic channel capacity. Amirabadi et al. [28] proposed and
analyzed two novel serial multi-hop relay-assisted hybrid FSO/RF communication systems.

The multi-hop parallel relay is a multi-hop cooperative diversity transmission mode [29,30].
Kashani et al. [31] proposed a parallel multi-hop FSO communication system and derived the
outage probability expression of the system under the Log-Normal turbulence environment. The
simulation results show that the parallel multi-hop FSO communication system can significantly
improve the communication performance compared with the serial or parallel relay scheme.
Wang et al. [32] deduced the mathematical expressions of the ABER and outage probability of
the parallel multi-hop FSO communication system with the DF protocol and the Exponentiated
Weibull (EW) turbulence. Furthermore, the effects of different turbulence intensity, receiver
aperture size and different hops on the ABER performance of the system were further analyzed.

Thus, motivated by the above mentioned facts and considering its military and dis-
aster recovery applications, in this paper, we propose a new multi-hop parallel hybrid
communication scheme combining the hybrid FSO/RF parallel transmission mode and
the multi-hop parallel relay-aided communication mode—that is, the multi-hop parallel
hybrid FSO/RF system.
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The hybrid FSO/RF parallel transmission mode has the advantages of both the large
capacity of the FSO sub-link and the reliability of the RF sub-link. And the multi-hop
parallel relay-aided communication mode has the advantages of wide coverage, long
transmission distance and strong disaster recovery capability. Therefore, the multi-hop
parallel hybrid FSO/RF communication system has better communication performance,
higher reliability, wider coverage, longer transmission distance and stronger recovery
capability. Then, the performance of the multi-hop parallel hybrid system is analyzed. The
major contributions of our work are as follows:

• We first propose a multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF communication system. The com-
munication system with this structure has not been reported in the existing literature.

• The PDF and CDF of the output SNR of the parallel multi-hop hybrid system are
derived with the DF protocol considered. The FSO sub-link experiences the Gamma–
Gamma turbulence with pointing errors, and the RF sub-link suffers Nakagami-m
fading channel.

• Through the analysis of communication performance, the new expressions of the
end-to-end ABER and outage performance of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF
system, the hybrid FSO/RF direct link and the FSO-only direct link are derived.

• The effects of different modulation modes, different turbulence intensities, different
pointing errors, different RF fading channels and different relay-aided structures on
the performance of the multi-hop parallel hybrid system, the hybrid FSO/RF direct
link and the FSO-only direct link are compared and analyzed.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the multi-hop parallel
hybrid FSO/RF link system model is presented, and the statistical characteristics of the
FSO sub-link, the RF sub-link, and the hybrid FSO/RF one-hop link are described. The
end-to-end performance expressions of the multi-hop parallel hybrid system are derived
in Section 3. Numerical results and discussions are provided in Section 4, and finally, our
concluding remarks are summarized in Section 5.

2. System and Channel Model

The schematic of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF cooperation system is shown
in Figure 1. For a multi-hop parallel hybrid system with (N, M) structure, the source digital
signal has N + 1 paths and each cooperation path has M hops from the source node to the
destination node—that is, there is a direct path from the source node to the destination
node and N cooperation paths, where each cooperation path has M hops branches (include
M− 1 relays in each path).

In each one-hop link or direct link, the source digital signal is divided into two identical
signals after subcarrier modulation. These two modulated signals are loaded onto the
carriers by FSO and RF transmitters, respectively. In each regenerative repeater, the signal
with the maximum SNR from the two received signals is selected for demodulation and
regeneration relay without using any forward error correction (FEC). Only one relay is
allowed to process the received signals at one time based on the symbol-wise DF relaying
method. Based on the best path selection scheme, a cooperative path is chosen to implement
the transmission of the digital signal from the source node to the destination node.
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Figure 1. The schematic of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF cooperation system.

2.1. FSO Sub-Link

Considering only Gamma–Gamma atmospheric turbulence and pointing errors, the
PDF of the instantaneous SNR γFSO

x,y of the FSO sub-link in any one-hop hybrid FSO/RF
link (when the subscript is (x, y) = (i, j), it represents the j-th hop hybrid FSO/RF link of
the i-th path; when the subscript is (x, y) = (s, d), it represents the direct hybrid FSO/RF
link) is [21]:

fγFSO
x,y

(γFSO
x,y )=

ρ2
x,y

2γFSO
x,y Γ(αx,y)Γ(βx,y)

G3,0
1,3

αx,yβx,yρ2
x,y

ρ2
x,y + 1

(
γFSO

x,y

γFSO
x,y

)1
2
∣∣∣∣∣ ρ2

x,y+1
ρ2

x,y, αx,y, βx,y

 (1)

where γFSO
x,y is the average SNR of one-hop FSO sub-link, Γ(·) is a Gamma function, G·,··,·(·)

is a Meijer-G function, ρx,y is the ratio of the equivalent beam radius of the receiver plane
to the jitter standard deviation of the receiver plane. αx,y is a positive parameter, which is
related to the effective number of large-scale vortices in the scattering process, and βx,y is a
quantity related to the attenuation parameter. Assuming that the beam is a spherical wave,
αx,y and βx,y can be given by the following Equations [23]:

αx,y =

exp

 0.49σ2
x,y(

1 + 0.18d2
x,y + 0.56σ12/5

x,y

)7/6

− 1

−1 (2)

βx,y =

exp

 0.51σ2
x,y(1 + 0.69σ12/5

x,y )
−5/6(

1 + 0.9d2
x,y + 0.62d2

x,yσ12/5
x,y

)5/6

− 1

−1 (3)

where dx,y =
(
kD2/4Lx,y

)1/2, Rytov variance σ2
x,y = 0.5C2

nk7/6L11/6
x,y , k = 2π/λFSO is the

wave number, λFSO is the optical wavelength of FSO link, D is the diameter of receiver
aperture, Lx,y is the one-hop link length, and C2

n is the refractive index structure constant

(m−2/3). Integrate Equation (1) according to the formula FγFSO
x,y

=
∫ γFSO

x,y
0 fγFSO

x,y
(γFSO

x,y )dγFSO
x,y ,

and the CDF of γFSO
x,y can be expressed as:

FγFSO
x,y

(γFSO
x,y ) = Bx,yG6,1

3,7

(
Ax,y

γFSO
x,y

γFSO
x,y

∣∣∣∣ Cx,y
Dx,y

)
(4)
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where Bx,y =
2αx,y+βx,y−3ρ2

x,y
πΓ(αx,y)Γ(βx,y)

, Ax,y =

(
αx,y βx,yρ2

x,y

4(ρ2
x,y+1)

)
2, Dx,y =

ρ2
x,y
2 ,

ρ2
x,y+1
2 , αx,y

2 , αx,y+1
2 , βx,y

2 , βx,y+1
2 , 0 and

Cx,y =1,
ρ2

x,y+1
2 ,

ρ2
x,y+2
2 .

2.2. RF Sub-Link

Compared with the Rayleigh distribution and Rician distribution, the Nakagami-m
distribution is more consistent with the experimental data. Therefore, the Nakagami-m
distribution is selected as the RF fading channel in this section. The PDF of the output
instantaneous SNR γRF

x,y of the RF sub-link (Nakagami-m channel) in any one-hop hybrid
link is [16]:

fγRF
x,y
(γRF

x,y) =

(
mx,y

γRF
x,y

)mi,j
γmx,y−1

Γ(mx,y)
exp

(
−

mx,yγRF
x,y

γRF
x,y

)

=

(
mx,y

γRF
x,y

)mx,y
γmx,y−1

Γ(mx,y)
G1,0

01

[
mx,yγRF

x,y

γRF
x,y

∣∣∣∣ −0
] (5)

where γRF
x,y is the average SNR of one-hop RF link, mx,y (mx,y ≥ 0.5) is the fading parameter

of one-hop RF link. The CDF of the SNR γRF
x,y can be obtained by integration,

FγRF
x,y
(γRF

x,y) =
1

Γ(mx,y)
G1,1

12

(
mx,yγRF

x,y

γRF
x,y

∣∣∣∣ 1
mx,y, 0

)
(6)

2.3. One-Hop Hybrid FSO/RF Link Based on Selective Combination Scheme

In one-hop hybrid FSO/RF link, the selective combination scheme is adopted, which
is realized by comparing the SNR of the two link signals and outputting the signal with the
maximum SNR. Therefore, the output SNR γSC

x,y of the selective combiner on the one-hop
hybrid link can be expressed as [28]:

γSC
x,y = max(γFSO

x,y , γRF
x,y) (7)

Therefore, the CDF of the SNR γSC
x,y can be expressed as [28]:

FγSC
x,y
(γ)= Pr(max(γFSO

x,y ,γRF
x,y) ≤ γ)= Pr(γFSO

x,y ≤ γ,γRF
x,y ≤ γ) =FγFSO

x,y
(γ)FγRF

x,y
(γ) (8)

It is assumed that the fading parameters on all RF paths are the same—that is, mi,j =

ms,d = mRF. By substituting Equations (4) and (6) into Equation (8), the CDF of the output
SNR γSC

x,y of one-hop hybrid sub-link can be obtained:

FγSC
x,y
(γ) =

Bx,y

Γ(mRF)
G1,1

12

(
mRFγ

γRF
x,y

∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

)
G6,1

3,7

(
Ax,yγ

γFSO
x,y

∣∣∣∣ Cx,y
Dx,y

)
(9)

According to formula (07.34.16.0003.01) in Ref. [33], the product of two Meijer-G
functions in Equation (9) can be replaced by the extended generalized bivariate Meijer’s
G-Function (EGBMGF),

FγSC
x,y
(γ)=

Bx,y

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Cx,y
Dx,y

∣∣∣∣mRFγ

γRF
x,y

,
Ax,yγ

γFSO
x,y

)
(10)
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3. The End-to-End Performance Analysis of the System

For the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF cooperative system based on the DF scheme,
the equivalent SNR γeqi of the ith path can be expressed as [34]:

γeqi = min(γSC
i,1 , γSC

i,2 , · · · , γSC
i,M) (11)

Considering the identically and independently distributed hybrid FSO/RF system,
the CDF of the equivalent SNR γeqi of the i-th path can be expressed as [34]:

Fγeq
i
(γ) = 1−

[
1− FγSC

i,j
(γ)

]M
(12)

Based on the best path selection scheme, the signal with the largest SNR of the γeqi

(i = 1, . . . , N represent i-th path) and γSC
s,d (the instantaneous SNR of the direct hybrid link

between the source and the destination) is selected. Therefore, the equivalent output SNR
γeq at the destination node can be expressed as:

γeq = max(γSC
s,d , γ′eq) (13)

where γ′eq = max
i=1,...N

γeqi .

Assuming that FSO and RF links in all relay links have the same average SNR—that is,
γFSO

i,j = γFSO and γRF
i,j = γRF, the CDF of γ′eq is:

Fγ′eq
(γ) =

[
Fγeqi

(γ)
]N

=

[
1−

[
1− FγSC

i,j
(γ)

]M
]N

=

[
1−

[
1−

Bi,j

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Ci,j
Di,j

∣∣∣∣mRFγ

γRF ,
Ai,jγ

γFSO

)]M]N (14)

Therefore, according to Equation (10) and Equation (14), the CDF Fγeq of the output
SNR of the destination node is

Fγeq(γ)=FγSC
s,d
(γ)×Fγ′eqi

(γ)=FγSC
s,d
(γ)×

[
1−
[
1−FγSC

i,j
(γ)

]M]N

=
Bs,d

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Cs,d
Ds,d

∣∣∣∣mRFγ

γRF
s,d

,
As,dγ

γFSO
s,d

)

×
[
1−
[
1−

Bi,j

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Ci,j
Di,j

∣∣∣∣mRFγ

γRF ,
Ai,jγ

γFSO

)]M]N

(15)

3.1. Average Bit Error Rate

For the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system, two binary modulation scheme
is used for data transmission in any FSO or RF link. According to Refs. [20,35], the
mathematical expression of the average bit error rate (ABER) can be expressed as:

Pb =
qp

2Γ(p)

∫ ∞

0
exp(−qγ)(γ)p−1Fγ(γ)dγ (16)

where p and q are used to describe the ABER parameters of different binary modulation
schemes, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters p and q for various binary modulation scheme.

Binary Modulation Scheme p q

Coherent binary phase shift
keying (CBPSK) 0.5 1

Differential binary phase shift
keying (DBPSK) 1 1

Substituting Equation (15) into Equation (16), the end-to-end ABER of the multi-hop
parallel hybrid FSO/RF system with structure (N, M) is obtained where N is the total
number of paths and M is the total number of hops of each path:

Pmul
b =

qpBs,d

2Γ(p)Γ(mRF)

∫ ∞

0
exp(−qγ)(γ)p−1G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Cs,d
Ds,d

∣∣∣∣mRFγ

γRF
s,d

,
As,dγ

γFSO
s,d

)

×
[
1−
[
1−

Bi,j

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Ci,j
Di,j

∣∣∣∣mRFγ

γRF ,
Ai,jγ

γFSO

)]M]N

dγ

(17)

When q = 1, Equation (17) can be simplified by the Generalized Gauss–Laguerre
quadrature function according to Ref. [36]:

Pmul
b =

Bs,d

2Γ(p)Γ(mRF)

n

∑
t=1

HtG0,0:1,1:6,1
0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Cs,d
Ds,d

∣∣∣∣mRFzt

γRF
s,d

,
As,dzt

γFSO
s,d

)

×
[
1−
[
1−

Bi,j

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Ci,j
Di,j

∣∣∣∣mRFzt

γRF ,
Ai,jzt

γFSO

)]M]N (18)

where zt is the t-th root of the generalized Laguerre polynomial L(−1/2)
n (z), the correspond-

ing weight coefficient Ht = Γ[n + (1/2)]zt/
{

n!(n + 1)2
[

L(−1/2)
n+1 (zt)

]2
}

, t = 1, 2, · · · , n.

By substituting Equation (10) into Equation (16) and transforming it with formula (2.1)
in Ref. [37], the ABER of the hybrid direct link from the source node to the destination node
can be obtained:

PSD
b =

Bs,d

2Γ(mRF)Γ(p)
G1,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(
p
∣∣∣∣ 1

mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Cs,d
Ds,d

∣∣∣∣mRF

γRF
s,d

,
As,d

γFSO
s,d

)
(19)

By substituting Equation (4) into Equation (16) and transforming it with formula
(07.34.21.0088.01) in Ref. [33], the ABER of the FSO-only direct link from the source node to
the destination node can be obtained:

PFSO
b =

Bs,d

2Γ(p)
G6,2

4,7

(
As,d

γFSO
s,d

∣∣∣∣ 1−p, Cs,d
Ds,d

)
(20)

3.2. Outage Probability

Outage probability refers to the probability that the end-to-end output SNR is lower
than a specific threshold γth. Therefore, the outage probability of the system in this paper
can be expressed as [34]:

Pout = Pr(γ < γth) =
∫ γth

0
fγ(γ)dγ = Fγ(γth) (21)
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By substituting Equation (15) into Equation (21), it can be obtained that the end-to-
end outage probability of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system with structure
(N, M) is:

Pmul
out =

Bs,d

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Cs,d
Ds,d

∣∣∣∣mRFγth

γRF
s,d

,
As,dγth

γFSO
s,d

)

×
[
1−
[
1−

Bi,j

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Ci,j
Di,j

∣∣∣∣mRFγth

γRF ,
Ai,jγth

γFSO

)]M]N (22)

By substituting Equation (10) into Equation (21), the outage probability of the hybrid
FSO/RF direct link is

PSD
out =

Bs,d

Γ(mRF)
G0,0:1,1:6,1

0,0:1,2:3v,7

(∣∣∣∣ 1
mRF, 0

∣∣∣∣ Cs,d
Ds,d

∣∣∣∣mRFγth

γRF
s,d

,
As,dγth

γFSO
s,d

)
(23)

By substituting Equation (4) into Equation (21), the outage probability of the FSO-only
direct link is

PFSO
out = Bs,dG6,1

3,7

(
As,d

γth

γFSO
s,d

∣∣∣∣ Cs,d
Ds,d

)
(24)

4. Results and Discussion

Under different turbulence conditions, different modulation methods, different point-
ing errors, different RF channel fading parameters, and different network structures, the
performance of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF cooperation system proposed in
this paper is estimated, and further compared with the performance of the hybrid FSO/RF
direct link and the FSO-only direct link. When the parameter n is selected as 30, the av-
erage BER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system can be obtained according to
Equation (18).

The structure parameters (N = 2, M = 3), (N = 2, M = 5), (N = 4, M = 3) have
been selected to avoid entanglement. Without losing generality, it is assumed that the
distance between each hop and the direct link is 1 km, and the average SNR of each bit in
the FSO and RF links is equal—that is, γFSO

x,y = γRF
x,y. For different turbulence intensities,

FSO sub-link and channel parameters can be obtained from Tables 2 and 3, respectively[22].
Numerical results are validated by Monte Carlo simulations, and the inverse transform
method was used to generate the random channel.

Table 2. FSO sub-link parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value

Wavelength λFSO 1550 nm
Length of the sub-Link Lx,y 1000 m

Receiver aperture diameter D 0.02 m

Table 3. FSO sub-channel parameters under different turbulence intensity.

Channel Condition αx,y βx,y σ2
x,y

Strong turbulence 2.064 1.342 3.67
Moderate turbulence 2.296 1.822 1.75

Weak turbulence 2.902 2.51 1.03
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In the case of pointing errors, parameter ρ = 6 and RF channel fading parameter
mRF = 2, it can be seen from Figure 2 that whether CBPSK or DBPSK subcarrier modulation
is used, the ABER of the FSO-only direct link is higher, while the BER of hybrid FSO/RF
direct link is significantly smaller.

Therefore, hybrid FSO/RF parallel transmission can effectively improve the ABER
performance of the system. Whether for FSO direct link or hybrid FSO/RF direct link,
the ABER performance of the system using CBPSK modulation is better than DBPSK, and
this performance difference gradually decreases with the increase of the average SNR of
the receiver.

From Figure 2, we can also see that, compared with the FSO-only direct link, the
ABER performance of the hybrid FSO/RF link is less sensitive to turbulence intensity—that
is, the change of turbulence intensity has little impact on the ABER performance of the
hybrid system. This is because the FSO link performance deteriorates rapidly with the
increase of turbulence intensity, the hybrid link selects the RF sub-link signal for output.
Therefore, the hybrid FSO/RF link can significantly mitigate the impact of turbulence on
the BER performance.

SNR (dB)

A
B

E
R

Weak turbulence,CBPSK

Moderate turbulence,CBPSK

Strong turbulence,CBPSK

Weak turbulence,DBPSK

Moderate turbulence,DBPSK

Strong turbulence,DBPSK

Simulation

m
RF

=2, =6, the FSO-only direct link

SNR (dB)

A
B

E
R

Weak turbulence,CBPSK

Moderate turbulence,CBPSK

Strong turbulence,CBPSK

Weak turbulence,DBPSK

Moderate turbulence,DBPSK

Strong turbulence,DBPSK

Simulation

m
RF

=2, =6,  the hybrid FSO/RF direct link

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Influence of different modulation schemes and turbulence intensity on ABER performance
of direct link. (a) The FSO-only direct link. (b) The hybrid FSO/RF direct link.

When CBPSK modulation is adopted and the pointing error parameter ρ = 6, Figure 3
describes the relationship between ABER and SNR of the hybrid FSO/RF direct link under
different turbulence intensity and the RF fading parameter mRF. Figure 3 shows that as the
RF channel fading parameter mRF increases, the ABER performance of the hybrid FSO/RF
direct link is better.

In the case of high SNR, the increase of fading parameter mRF will significantly
improve the ABER performance. For example, when the average SNR of the receiver is
10 dB, compared with the case of mRF = 2, the ABER performance of the hybrid direct
link when mRF = 6 is improved by an order of magnitude; When the average SNR of the
receiver is 20 dB, compared with the case of mRF = 2, the ABER performance of the hybrid
direct link when mRF = 6 is improved by two orders of magnitude.
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SNR (dB)

A
B

E
R

Weak turbulence, mRF=2

Moderate turbulence, mRF=2

Strong turbulence, mRF=2

Weak turbulence, mRF=6

Moderate turbulence, mRF=6

Strong turbulence, mRF=6

Simulation

CBPSK, =6

Figure 3. The ABER of the hybrid FSO/RF direct link under different turbulence intensity and RF
fading parameters.

Considering the system conditions of CBPSK modulation, RF fading parameter
mRF = 2, and pointing error parameter ρ = 6, Figure 4 describes the relationship be-
tween the ABER and the SNR of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system under
different relay-assisted structres and turbulence intensity. It can be seen from Figure 4 that
under the same relay-assisted structure, the ABER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid system
will increase with the increase of turbulence intensity. Under the same turbulence intensity,
when the total number of paths N is constant, the ABER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid
system will increase with the increase of the number of hops M, and when the number of
hops M is constant, the ABER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid system decreases with the
increase of the total number of paths N.

This is because it is assumed that the FSO and RF link channel environments of each
hop are the same, and thus the ABER performance of each hop hybrid link is also the same.
With the increase of hops, the transmission distance and range can be increased but the
cumulative ABER of the system will also increase. Since the signal with the largest SNR is
selected for output at the receiver, increasing the number of transmission paths means that
the probability of the signal with large SNR received at the receiver is greater; therefore,
the end-to-end BER of the system will be reduced.

When the RF link fading parameter mRF = 2, Figure 5 shows the relationship between
the ABER and the SNR of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system under different
turbulence intensity, different relay-assisted structures, and different pointing errors. It
is obvious from Figure 5 that for any turbulence intensity and pointing errors, the ABER
performance of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system is better than that of the
hybrid FSO/RF direct link, and increasing the total number of transmission paths N can
significantly improve the ABER performance of the multi-hop parallel hybrid system.

In strong turbulence, the ABER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system will
increase rapidly with the increase of the hop number M. For example, when the output
SNR of the receiver is 10 dB, for ρ = 1 and ρ = 6, the ABER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid
systems (N = 2, M = 5) are 2.312× 10−4 and 1.798× 10−4, respectively, while the ABER of
the multi-hop parallel hybrid systems (N = 2, M = 3) are 1.113× 10−4 and 8.588× 10−5,
respectively.
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SNR (dB)
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B
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Moderate turbulence,(N=2,M=3)

Weak turbulence,(N=2,M=3)

Strong turbulence,(N=2,M=5)

Moderate turbulence,(N=2,M=5)

Weak turbulence,(N=2,M=5)
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m
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Figure 4. Relationship between the ABER and the SNR of the multi-hop parallel hybrid system under
different relay-assisted structures and turbulence intensity.

In weak turbulence, the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system is affected by the
pointing errors and hop number M. For example, when the output SNR of the receiver is
10 dB, for (N = 2, M = 5) and (N = 2, M = 3), the ABER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid
systems with ρ = 1 are 1.13× 10−4 and 8.287× 10−5, respectively, while the ABER of the
multi-hop parallel hybrid systems with ρ = 6 are 1.204× 10−4 and 5.705× 10−5.

When the turbulence is moderate and the pointing error parameter is large, the
influence of hop number M on the multi-hop parallel hybrid system is clear. For example,
when the output SNR of the receiver is 10 dB, for (N = 2, M = 5) and (N = 2, M = 3),
the ABER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid systems with ρ = 6 are 1.517 × 10−4 and
7.221× 10−5, respectively.

However, when the turbulence is moderate and the pointing error parameter is small,
the influence of hop number M on the multi-hop parallel hybrid system is not significant.
For example, when the output SNR of the receiver is 10 dB, for (N = 2, M = 5) and
(N = 2, M = 3), the ABER of the multi-hop parallel hybrid systems with ρ = 1 are
2.033× 10−4 and 1.864× 10−4, respectively.

Therefore, for strong turbulence and weak turbulence, increasing hop number (M) will
significantly improve the ABER of the system, and increasing paths (N) will significantly
reduce the ABER of the system; however, the multi-hop parallel hybrid system is little
affected by the pointing errors in strong turbulence, while the system is significantly
affected by the pointing errors in weak turbulence. For moderate turbulence, increasing
the number of paths (N) will significantly reduce the ABER of the system; however, it is
little affected by the pointing errors at this time. Furthermore, the ABER of the system will
also increase when the number of hops (M) is increased.

When the fading parameter mRF = 2 of the RF link and the FSO link is in strong turbu-
lence, Figure 6 shows the relationship between the outage probability and the normalized
SNR (U is the ratio of the specific SNR threshold to the average SNR) of the multi-hop
parallel hybrid FSO/RF systems with different structures, the hybrid FSO/RF direct links
and the FSO-only direct links under different pointing errors.
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Figure 5. The relationship between ABER and SNR of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system and
the hybrid FSO/RF direct link under different turbulence intensities, different relay-assisted structures,
and different pointing errors. (a) weak turbulence. (b) Moderate turbulence. (c) Strong turbulence.

From Figure 6, we can see that, in the strong turbulence, as the pointing error parameter
ρ increases, the outage probability of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF systems with
different structures, the hybrid FSO/RF direct links, and the FSO-only direct links will
decrease. No matter how the pointing errors changes, the outage probability of the FSO-
only direct link is the largest, followed by the hybrid FSO/RF parallel transmission link,
and the outage probability of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system (N = 4, M = 3)
is the smallest.

In the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system, the outage performance of the
system decreases with the increase of hops, and the outage performance of the system
can be improved with the increase of the number of paths. Compared with the hybrid
FSO/RF direct link and the FSO-only direct link, the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF
system has the best outage performance. The analytical results are well matched with the
MC simulations presented in all figures.
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Figure 6. Relationship between outage probability and the normalized SNR of the multi-hop parallel
hybrid FSO/RF system, the hybrid FSO/RF direct link, and the FSO-only direct link under different
relay-assisted structures and pointing errors.

5. Conclusions

In order to improve the communication performance of the FSO system, this paper
proposed a multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF cooperation transmission scheme. By ana-
lyzing the end-to-end instantaneous SNR of the FSO-only direct link, the hybrid FSO/RF
direct link, and the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system, new mathematical expres-
sions of the ABER and outage probability of them with CBPSK and DBPSK subcarrier
modulation were derived. Through system simulation, the effects of turbulence intensity,
pointing errors, modulation mode, and the RF fading parameter on the FSO-only direct
link, the hybrid FSO/RF direct link, and the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system
were analyzed.

According to the research and analysis of this paper, we obtained some important
conclusions. Affected by atmospheric turbulence and pointing errors, the transmission
distance and communication performance of the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system
were the best, followed by the hybrid FSO/RF direct link, and the performance of the
FSO-only direct link was the worst. For the multi-hop parallel hybrid FSO/RF system, only
increasing the number of hops increased the transmission distance; however, this reduced
the communication performance of the system.

By increasing the number of transmission paths, the multi-hop parallel hybrid system
significantly improved the ABER and outage probability performance. The RF fading
parameter mRF had a great impact on the performance of the hybrid FSO/RF direct link,
and the communication performance of the hybrid direct link was significantly improved
when mRF increased. The performance of the hybrid direct link with coherent modulation
was better than that with differential modulation.
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